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1. Introduction 
Melody and harmony are important concepts in music. Melody refers to the tone and rhythm [1], 

while harmony is the use of chords or tones together [2]. They work together to create a great musical 

composition. Melody is usually noticed first when listening to music, followed by harmony, which 

completes the tune. Harmony music is used in both Western and Eastern music, including Javanese 

gamelan, a traditional music from Indonesia that uses harmony music as its accompaniment. 
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 Javanese gamelan is a traditional form of music from Indonesia with a 

variety of styles and patterns. One of these patterns is the harmony music 

of the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments.  When playing 

gamelan, the resulting patterns can vary based on the music’s rhythm or 

dynamics, which can be challenging for novice players unfamiliar with the 

gamelan rules and notation system, which only provides melodic notes.  

Unlike in modern music, where harmony notes are often the same for all 

instruments, harmony music in Javanese gamelan is vital in establishing the 

character of a song. With technological advancements, musical 

composition can be generated automatically without human participation, 

which has become a trend in music generation research. This study 

proposes a method to generate musical accompaniment notes for harmony 

music using a bidirectional long-term memory (BiLSTM) network and 

compares it with recurrent neural network (RNN) and long-term memory 

(LSTM) models that use numerical notation to represent musical data, 

making it easier to learn the variations of harmony music in Javanese 

gamelan. This method replaces the gamelan composer in completing the 

notation for all the instruments in a song. To evaluate the generated 

harmonic music, note distance, dynamic time warping (DTW), and cross-

correlation techniques were used to measure the distance between the 

system-generated results and the gamelan composer's creations. In 

addition, audio features were extracted and used to visualize the audio. The 

experimental results show that all models produced better accuracy results 

when using all features of the song, reaching a value of around 90%, 

compared to using only 2 features (rhythm and note of melody), which 

reached 65-70%. Furthermore, the BiLSTM model produced musical 

harmonies that were more similar to the original music (+93%) than those 

generated by the LSTM (+92%) and RNN (+90%).   This study can be 

applied to performing Javanese gamelan music. 
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Each musical instrument has a distinct role to perform in the creation of a harmonic song. In Western 

music, for example, the piano, harmonica, saxophone, and violin create the melody, while the guitar, 

keyboard, piano, and harp give harmony, and the tambourines and drums form the rhythm. Every 

instrument is designed to perform a specific function based on the notes, chords, and rhythms contained 

within the piece. Moreover, the chord notation for all instruments is at the same pitch and is not 

influenced by the rhythm. 

However, Javanese gamelan is unique in its harmony music, where the harmonic tones have different 

variations based on the rhythm, structure, and dynamics of the song [3]. Each instrument has different 

tones, with the Bonang instrument (consisting of Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus) playing harmony 

music. In contrast, the Balungan group (Saron, Demung, and Peking) plays the melody, and the Gong 

and Kendhang groups are responsible for organizing the rhythmic patterns. 

Song in Javanese gamelan comprises a variety of elements including rhythm, laya, scale (laras), mode 

(pathet), and dynamics. Rhythm is determined by tempo gradation, while laya pertains to the speed of 

the song. Laras refers to the scales used in the song, and pathet conveys the emotional feeling conveyed 

by the song. Dynamics highlight the variation, proportionality, and dynamic nature of the musical 

elements present in a song [4], [5]. Its purpose is not only to entertain but also to convey social, moral, 

cultural, and spiritual values [6]. The composition is conveyed through a pattern of playing variations, 

and if the resulting pattern is not appropriate, the beauty and character of the composition will be lost. 

In Javanese gamelan music, harmony is achieved through variations of the pattern played, which are 

tailored to the specific characteristics of the song, thereby showcasing the unique character of each piece. 

Harmony in Javanese gamelan music is unique. A single song can have several variations of harmony, all 

based on the specific characteristics of the piece. These variations in musical harmony are usually 

influenced by including rhythm, laya, scale (laras), mode (pathet), and dynamics of song [4], [5]. Fig. 1 

shows an example of a song with the same melody but different harmony notes. 

 

Fig. 1.  Javanese gamelan music with the same melody but different note in harmony using (a) Gembyang pattern 

with Irama Lancar (b) Imbal Sekaran pattern with Irama Lancar (c) Mipil pattern with Irama Tanggung 

A: Balungan note 

B: Bonang Barung note 

C : Bonang Penerus note 
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In Indonesia, modern music uses numeric notation for the melody and letters for chords. This system 

makes it easier to write and read music, and is used in both classical and modern music, including 

Javanese gamelan. In modern music, all instruments typically use the same sheet music. However, in 

traditional Javanese gamelan music, each instrument has its own notation. Fig. 2 illustrates the 

differences in modern and traditional music notation in Indonesia, where in modern music chord 

notation is usually the same for all instruments, whereas in Javanese gamelan, the harmony notation can 

be different for each instrument. 

 

 

 

A: Numeric Note for Melody for Balungan  

B: Note harmony for Bonang Barung  
C: Note harmony for Bonang Penerus  

a. Numeric note        b. Chord for note in harmony 

                                      (a)                                                                     

 

                              (b) 

Fig. 2.  An Indonesian music notation (a) modern music (b) traditional music in Javanese gamelan 

The notation used in Javanese gamelan music is less detailed than shown in Fig. 2b, where only the 

main melody is written. This means that only experienced gamelan musicians can play all the instruments 

by reading the information in the song, such as the song structure, scale (laras), mode (pathet), and 

dynamics of the music, without knowing the detailed notation for all the instruments. The problem is 

that novice musicians need complete notation for all instruments to play gamelan music, because the 

harmony music may have different notation patterns. For example, the song Lancaran Angleng Pelog 

Barang. 

• This song will use Gembyang pattern for harmony music if the dynamic of the song is for music 

only, and this song will use Imbal Sekaran pattern if the dynamic of the song is for singer 

accompaniment. 

• This song will use Gembyang pattern for harmony music if the rhythm of the song uses Irama 
Lancar, and this song will use Mipil pattern if this song uses Irama Tanggung. 

The selection of the musical harmony pattern is based on the characteristics of a song (such as: 

rhythm, laya, scale (laras), mode (pathet), and dynamics and the melodic notation of the Balungan 

instrument). Fig. 3 demonstrates how Javanese gamelan songs are written. Gamelan music uses numeric 

notes, with the main melody represented by Balungan notes. Fig. 3 provides an example of gamelan 

music notation and other information contained in songs [3]–[5], [7]–[10], including: 

• The song Manyar Sewu is an example of Javanese gamelan music. Its structure is Lancaran, its scale 

is Slendro, and its mode is Manyura, all of which are included in the song title. 

• Javanese gamelan music has various song structures, including Sampak, Srepegan, Ayak-Ayakan, 

Lancaran, Bubaran, Ketawang, and Ladrang. Each structure is determined by the position of the 

Kethuk, Kenong, Kempul, Kempyang, and Gong playing, similar to a genre in modern music. 

• There are two musical scales in Javanese gamelan: Slendro, which has five notes (1, 2, 3, 5, and 6), 

and Pelog, which has seven notes (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). The musical scale is called laras. 
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• Pathet is a system of musical modes, and the Slendro is composed of Manyura, Nem, and Sanga, 

while the Pelog comprises the notes Barang, Lima, and Nem. The pathet helps create the 

atmosphere of the song. 

• Buka is the opening of the song, which is represented by the Bonang Barung note. 

• Rhythm (irama) is usually found at the start of the section. 

• Ompak is a song section represented by the Balungan note. Each part is usually organized into 

multiple lines called gongan. Depending on the song structure, there may be multiple gatra in a 

single line, and each gatra consists of several notes from the Balungan based on rhythm. 

• In gamelan music, the Balungan notes are represented by symbols, such as a circle for Gong Ageng, 

smiley and frowny faces for Gong Suwuk, a smiley face for Kempul, and a frowny face for Kenong. 

A dot above a number and the lower octave by a dot below a number indicates the upper octave. 

Additionally, a dot in place of a number indicates a break or interruption. 

 

Fig. 3.  A song of Javanese gamelan (a) song structure (b) name (c) scale and mode of the song  

(d) rhythm (e) gatra (f) gongan (g) melody note 

All the characteristics of a Javanese gamelan song have a significant impact on the resulting variations 

of harmony music. Even with the same melody, differences in rhythm can result in different harmony 

music, as demonstrated in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1c. Likewise, variations in song dynamics can lead to different 

harmonies, as shown in Fig. 1b for a singer's accompaniment and Fig. 1a for music alone. Therefore, 

the song's characteristics that heavily influence the harmony of Javanese gamelan music are song 

structures, rhythm, scale (laras), mode (pathet), and song dynamics. 

Based on the previous explanation, the problems discussed in this study are: 

• Javanese gamelan music has various harmony note variations depending on the characteristics of 

the song, such as song structure, rhythm, scale (laras), mode (pathet), and dynamic of the song. 

• Notation for all instruments in a Javanese gamelan song is not fully written, only the melody 

notation, which becomes a difficulty for novice gamelan musicians. 

This study proposes a deep learning model for composing musical accompaniment as note harmony 

in Javanese gamelan using detailed information about a song. This study aims to assist novice gamelan 

musicians in learning the harmony music in Javanese gamelan. The main contributions of this paper are 

presented as follows: 
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• Proposing a simplified method for representing music data as input, utilizing numeric notes. 

• Proposing a deep learning model to generate musical accompaniment as note harmony using 

detailed information about a song. 

• Using song characteristic for features such as song structure, gatra, and rhythm, this study 

successfully generates music accompaniment for music harmony, including Bonang Barung and 

Bonang Penerus. 

The structure of this study is as follows: Section 1 introduces the context and significance of the 

research, and Section 2 discusses earlier studies that have been done on Music Generation, as well as the 

details of BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN. Additionally, it includes a discussion of the dataset used for this 

research and methods for creating an accompaniment Javanese gamelan music generator of the Bonang 

Barung and Bonang Penerus. Section 3 presents the outcomes of the experiments conducted and their 

analysis. Finally, Section 4 concludes by summarizing the findings of this study and outlining future 

work. 

2. Method 

2.1. Related Work 
Deep Learning has rapidly expanded in recent years, solving many complex Artificial Intelligence 

issues. Deep Learning models are effective at solving various problems, including recognition [11], 

regression [12], semi-supervised and unsupervised problems [13] for medical diagnosis [14], natural 

language [15] and image processing [16], and prediction system [17]. These models learn hierarchical 

features from different data types, including numerical, image, text, and audio. There are different types 

of Deep Learning neural networks, such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNN), and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). 

This study suggests using Deep Learning to create music with a type of RNN. Typically, only 

professional composers can create music, but this study aims to help beginners create their own. This is 

called music generation, and it uses AI to create its own music. This is done by combining AI and art, 

producing music without human interference. 

Research on music generation is conducted to generate melodies [18], polyphonic [19], multitrack 

[20], and predict musical accompaniment to a given melody [21]. Most of the generators are polyphonic 

[19]–[23]. Data is typically separated into audio and symbols due to the different forms in which music 

is presented [22]–[24]. Meanwhile, audio data is used more often, and symbols are also important 

because melodies are read through notation [22]. Artificial neural networks (ANNs), such as RNNs and 

their variations, are currently used in music generation [4], [24]–[31]. ANNs can predict musical notes 

based on previously learned musical structures without the help of a human expert to impart musical 

knowledge and analysis. RNNs and their variations are particularly useful in music generation because 

they can remember the musical notes created in the past and use that information to predict future 

notes. 

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are unique in their ability to remember past data and use it to 

predict future data. Therefore, many researchers have used RNNs to create automatic music. For 

instance, RNNs have been used to predict melodic pitch and generate new music in MIDI format [24], 

as well as to generate sheet music with a defined structure and style, without imposing the rules of 

musical composition on the model using ABC Notation [25]. 

LSTM networks are a type of RNN that can solve long-term dependency problems. Unlike 

conventional RNNs, which can struggle to link previous and new information, LSTMs store information 

in memory for an extended period. Although RNNs and LSTMs have similar structures, LSTMs have 

different memory or repeating modules. Researchers have used LSTM networks for music generation, 

including creating melodies and harmonies from a MIDI file using a single-layer LSTM [26]. Multiple-

layer LSTMs have also been used to generate musical notes, preserving a song's characteristics, and 
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resulting in better musical variance [27]. In another study, the dataset was preprocessed before entering 

the LSTM, and the results were reconstructed into sheet music in ABC format, producing pleasant-

sounding music [28]. 

Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) is a variant of LSTM which can process 

sequence information in two directions, past to future and future to past. This allows the network to 

preserve both past and future knowledge and generate more relevant output, making it useful in music 

generation tasks as well as NLP tasks. Researchers have studied the use of BiLSTM with Dynamic Time 

Wrapping to identify relative content and measure similarity between two temporal sequences [29], 

generating accurate next music with epoch variations [30], creating note sequences for classical piano 

[31], and generating unique music with attention [4]. 

The BiLSTM is a neural network that is an advanced version of the LSTM architecture and belongs 

to the RNN family [32]. It is capable of better contextual understanding due to its ability to process 

input sequences in both forward and backward directions. This allows the network to take into account 

contextual information from both past and future inputs, leading to more precise predictions. 

Furthermore, the complexity of the BiLSTM architecture makes it less prone to overfitting compared 

to LSTM and RNN. 

This study proposes a BiLSTM model for generating music accompaniment as music harmony from 

numerical notes and song characteristic features, such as rhythm, melody, scale (laras), and mode (pathet) 
in Javanese gamelan. The proposed model aims to overcome the limitations of previous works [4], [29]–

[31], which only focused on predicting the next melody to generate new notes. 

2.2. Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) 
Composers often choose notes based on their context, both before and after, which cannot be easily 

handled by simple RNNs and LSTMs. To overcome this limitation, a Bidirectional LSTM combines 

two independent RNNs and takes data from both ends of the input flow to model sequential 

dependencies in both directions, as illustrated in Fig. 7. In addition, BiLSTM adds another LSTM layer 

that flows the input sequence backward. The outputs from the two LSTM layers can be combined in 

various ways, such as averaging, summing, multiplying, or concatenating. BiLSTM is particularly useful 

in music generation since it can preserve both future and previous knowledge, resulting in more relevant 

output. 

The LSTM network uses activation values other than Candidate values (C). This LSTM network 

has two outputs, namely the current value of the memory cell (𝐶𝐶<𝑡𝑡>), and the output value or hidden 

state (𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡>), which is defined according to equations (1) and (2). 

𝐶𝐶<𝑡𝑡> = 𝛤𝛤𝑢𝑢 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁<𝑡𝑡> + 𝛤𝛤𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝐶𝐶<𝑡𝑡−1>   (1) 

𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡> = 𝛤𝛤𝑜𝑜 ∗ 𝐶𝐶<𝑡𝑡>   (2) 

Thus, the result of calculating the potential value of the memory cell is defined in equation (3). 

𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁<𝑡𝑡> = tanh (𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐[𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡−1>, 𝑥𝑥<𝑡𝑡>] + 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐)   (3) 

There are separate gate equivalents (3), (4), (5) in the LSTM to control memory cells, i.e.: 

𝛤𝛤𝑢𝑢 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊𝑢𝑢[𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡−1>, 𝑥𝑥<𝑡𝑡>] + 𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢)   (4) 

𝛤𝛤𝑓𝑓 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓[𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡−1>, 𝑥𝑥<𝑡𝑡>] + 𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓)   (5) 

𝛤𝛤𝑜𝑜 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊𝑜𝑜[𝑎𝑎<𝑡𝑡−1>, 𝑥𝑥<𝑡𝑡>] + 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜)   (6) 
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 Where  𝑊𝑊 and  𝑏𝑏 are weight matrices and vectors, t is the current iteration of the recurrent network 

𝛤𝛤𝑢𝑢,   the update gate, 𝛤𝛤𝑓𝑓 the forget gate, 𝛤𝛤𝑜𝑜  the output gate. Therefore, if all of these components are 

combined, the LSTM cell is shown in Fig.7. 

2.3. Dataset 
The data musical notes for this study used only Lancaran song structure, which was collected from 

http://www.gamelanbvg.com/. The Lancaran is a short Javanese gamelan song with a variety of harmonic 

patterns, often used in traditional arts such as shadow puppets and traditional dances. Since the dataset 

used in this study only includes the Lancaran, the song structure is not a considered feature, unless the 

dataset is expanded to include all types of song structures. The dataset includes notes for Balungan, 

rhythm, melodic notes at the end of lines and melodic notes at the end of the song, scale, and mode of 

music were obtained from Javanese gamelan song, and the dynamic of song was determined by gamelan 

expert. The note of Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus were created by gamelan expert as the output.  

 The data used were ten songs as training and validation data, divided between training (80% of data) 

and validation (20% of data) and one song as test data. Each song had three different harmonic music 

notation structures: Gembyang pattern with an Irama Lancar, Imbal Sekaran pattern with an Irama 

Lancar, and Mipil pattern with an Irama Tanggung. Therefore, a total of 33 songs, divided into 

approximately 400 gatra, were used in this study, as illustrated in Fig. 4. While Table 1 lists the songs 

used in this study. 

 

Fig. 4.  Dataset Representation 

 Each song's melody notes, represented by the Balungan, are divided into multiple lines. Each line is 

composed of several gatra, with each gatra containing several notes. The number of bonang notations, 

including Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus, depends on the rhythm used. For each Balungan note 

in each gatra, there is either one Bonang Barung note or 1-2 Bonang Penerus notes (Irama Lancar), two 

Bonang Barung notes or 2-4 Bonang Penerus notes (Irama Tanggung), or four Bonang Barung notes or 

4-8 Bonang Penerus notes (Irama Dadi), as illustrated in Fig. 5. 

http://www.gamelanbvg.com/
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 5.  Structure Notation for (a) Irama Lancar (b) Irama Tanggung (c) Irama Dadi 

Table 1.  List of songs for dataset 

No Song Titles * Dataset 
Training Validation Test 

1 Lancaran Kuda Nyongklang Pelog Barang Yes Yes No 

2 Lancaran Maesa Kurda Slendro Sanga Yes Yes No 

3 Lancaran Manyar Sewu Slendro Manyura Yes Yes No 

4 Lancaran Rena Rena Slendro Manyura Yes Yes No 

5 Lancaran Sarung Jagung Pelog Barang Yes Yes No 

6 Lancaran Angleng Pelog Barang Yes Yes No 

7 Lancaran Bendrong Pelog Nem Yes Yes No 

8 Lancaran Kandhang Bubrah Pelog Nem Yes Yes No 

9 Lancaran Kedhu Pelog Barang Yes Yes No 

10 Lancaran Lasem Bubrah Pelog Nem Yes Yes No 

11 Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura No No Yes 

* Lancaran is song structure, Pelog/Slendro is scale, Barang/Sanga/Manyura/Nem is mode 

 

Harmony music in Javanese gamelan is produced by the Bonang group, which includes Bonang 

Barung and Bonang Penerus. Both instruments have the same layout and design, differing only in their 

musical scale, Pelog or Slendro, as shown in Fig. 6. The Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus have a 

medium melody in the bottom layout and a high melody in the top layout. They can be played using a 

single or double melody. Writing a note in Bonang Barung can be done with one note if played in a 

single melody or a double note with medium and high notes played simultaneously. For example, 3 

represents playing Bonang 3 in the lower and upper octaves simultaneously. 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6.  (a) Bonang kettles (b) Layout of Slendro and Pelog Bonang 

2.4. Prediction of Notes Harmony as Accompaniment Music 
The proposed method in this study is the Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) method for generating 

musical accompaniment to traditional Javanese gamelan music, as illustrated in Fig. 7.  The input and 

output of the system are as follows. 

• Input: notes for Balungan, rhythm, a note at the end of lines, a note at the end of the song, scale, 

mode, dinamic of song. 

• Output: sequence of notes harmony for Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments 
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Fig. 7.  Diagram of proposed method BiLSTM for prediction of notes harmony in Javanese gamelan 

2.4.1. Data Encoding 
Before using the input and output data in the BiLSTM, the input and output data need to be encoded 

into the correct input vector using a one-hot encoding mechanism. Each element of the input/output 

data is assigned a suitable true/false value. For example, if a particular note exists at a specific time step, 

the value of the column corresponding to that number "1" will be true, and all other settings will be 

false. Fig. 8 shows an illustration of a hot coding mechanism, where each column shows the vector code 

for a different note, rhythm, scale, mode and dynamic in the song for each data. The resulting vector is 

used as input to the BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN models. 

 

Fig. 8.  Encoding Technique (a)Note (b)Rhythm (c)Scale (d)Mode (e) Dinamic of song 
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2.5. BiLSTM Model 
This section explains the structure of the BiLSTM model. Fig. 9a shows BiLSTM architecture, 

which includes an input layer of size 66, 256 LSTM cells, and 256 dropout cells to prevent overfitting. 

The output layer has 24 dense layers, with 8 for Bonang Barung and 16 for Bonang Penerus. The input 

includes Balungan note, rhythm, a note at the end of lines, a note at the end of the song, scale, mode, 

and dynamic of song. The input layer is the first layer of the model, followed by the BiLSTM (LSTM 

128) and Dropout (0.2) layers. This is followed by a dense layer and a sigmoid layer as the activation 

layer for the output of the network. The sigmoid layer can predict accompanying notes in a piece of 

music. By training the model with an original dataset and testing it with new data, the model can 

generate accompanying music.  

For comparison, this BiLSTM model is also compared with LSTM and RNN models. The structure 

of the LSTM and RNN architectures is shown in Fig. 9b and Fig. 9c, which are similar to the BiLSTM 

architecture. The results section discusses the performance of these models. 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 9.  Diagram architecture (a) BiLSTM (b) LSTM (c) RNN for prediction of notes harmony Javanese gamelan 

2.6. Generated of sequences of note in harmony 
After the BiLSTM network is trained, it can generate a sequence of musical notes for harmonic 

accompaniment. A dataset with different variations in the composition of musical notes was used to 

improve prediction and generate diverse sequences with three harmonic musical patterns. The model 

automatically predicts Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus notes based on test data containing Balungan 

note, rhythm, a note at the end of lines, a note at the end of the song, scale, mode, and dynamic of the 

song. 

3. Results and Discussion 
In this study, we compared our proposed BiLSTM model with RNN and LSTM models to predict 

harmonious notes in Javanese gamelan music. To analyze its performance and the resulting harmonic 

notes, we evaluated the model's effectiveness using prediction accuracy and loss values. Then, we selected 

a sample song (Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura, not included in the training data) to compare 

with the generated and then evaluated the similarity using musical analysis. 

This study presents two experiment scenarios to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. In 

the first scenario, all features (including notes for Balungan, rhythm, a note at the end of lines, a note 

at the end of the song, scale, mode, and dynamic of the song) are used as input for the model. In the 

second scenario, only two features—the note of melody and rhythm—are used. In Javanese gamelan, 

melody and rhythm are typically the most important factors in determining the harmony of a song. 

However, sometimes other factors must be considered because different songs with the same melody 

and rhythm may produce different harmonic notes. This is due to various song characteristics, such as 
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the types of modes and scales, the dynamic of songs (accompaniment of singers or just instruments), 

and the final note of each line and the song. 

3.1. Quantitative Analysis 
This section compares the accuracy and loss values of three models: RNN, LSTM, and BiLSTM in 

two scenarios (with all features and with only two features). Table 2 shows their loss values and prediction 

accuracies during the training phase. The dataset consisted of 400 data points and was trained with all 

three models. From Table 2 we can see that BiLSTM has the highest accuracy values compared to 

LSTM and RNN for all scenarios and all instruments, although the difference is small, around 0.01-

0.05 for accuracy values, and the lowest loss value for all scenarios and all instruments, with a difference 

of around 0.01-0.1. These results were obtained after training the models for 100 epochs with a batch 

size of 4. 

Table 2 also shows that using all song features improved the accuracy of all models. This shows that 

using all the features of a song can improve the success rate in generating musical accompaniment 

compared to using only 2 features (Balungan notes as melody notes and rhythm). 

Fig. 10 shows the training and validation accuracy and loss values of the 400 data points trained using 

BiLSTM, LSTM and RNN. The three graphs show that BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN have similar 

results, reaching stability at around epoch 40 in the training process. 

  

(a) 

  

(b) 

  

(c) 

Fig. 10. Graph accuracy and loss value of architecture (a) Bi LSTM (b) LSTM (c) RNN 

3.2. Musical Analysis 
Musical analysis is used in this study, including note distance, spectrogram [33], dynamic time 

warping (DTW) [34] and cross-correlation [35]. The aim is to provide additional insight, analyze the 

effects of musical harmony, and evaluate the similarity between the original music generated by the 

models, BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN respectively. This multi-faceted approach ensures a more 

comprehensive analysis and a more accurate assessment of the similarity of the generated music to the 

original music.  
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Based on Table 2, the accompaniment music generator analyzed using note distance, spectrograms, 

dynamic time warping (DTW), and cross-correlation are scenarios using all features because the accuracy 

results are better when compared to those using 2 features. 

3.2.1. Music Generation Result 

 After training the three BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN models, the system can produce harmonic music 

in numerical notation for both Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus notations, when all features are 

used as input. In this study, the Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song was used as test data for 

three different harmonic music models: Gembyang pattern for Irama Lancar, Imbal Sekaran pattern for 

Irama Lancar, and Mipil pattern for Irama Tanggung. Fig. 11, Fig. 12, Fig.13 show the results of testing 

the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus notes for this song with three patterns. 

• In the Gembyang pattern for the Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song, the system generated 

identical harmonic music for the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments as created by 

the gamelan composer (Pangrawit), as shown in Fig. 11. 

• The Mipil pattern for the Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song also produces harmony 

music of the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments that are similar to those created by 

Pangrawit, as shown in Fig. 12. 

• The Imbal Sekaran for the Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song, the system produced 

harmony music for the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments, shown in Fig. 13. 

The Imbal Sekaran pattern is unique because it produces different notes despite having the same 

Balungan notes and rhythm as the Gembyang pattern. This is because the musical harmony notes are 

influenced by various song features such as the song's use, final note of each line, last note of the song, 

and its scale and mode. It can be seen in Fig. 13a and Fig.13b that there is a slight difference between 

the notation created by the gamelan composer and the result of the music generator produced by 

BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN. However, according to the analysis of gamelan experts, this difference does 

not significantly affect the sound of the gamelan produced later, because the notation that is the Dhing 

Dhong gamelan (marked with a red box) is still the same as the gamelan composer's creation. 

To further analyze the results of the system, the harmonic tones generated by the system are 

combined with the melodic tones of the Balungan instrument using the Gamelan Synthesis application. 

This evaluation is done because there is no difference between the instruments used in the Gembyangan 

and Mipil patterns created by the gamelan composer and the results of the generating system. Therefore, 

the Imbal Sekaran pattern for the Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song is evaluated to assess the 

performance of the system's generator. This study visualizes audio features using Spectrogram and 

Amplitude vs. Frequency and calculates the correlation between two audio files using Note Distance, 

DTW, and Cross Correlation to evaluate similarities between the original music and the resulting results 

from BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN. 

Table 2.  Accuracy and lost value of prediction for different models 

Model Loss and 
Accuracy 

Scenario 
All Features 2 Features 

Bonang Barung Bonang Penerus Bonang Barung Bonang Penerus 
BiLSTM Loss 0.042 0.034 0.120 0.110 

 Accuracy 0.912 0.949 0.656 0.727 

LSTM Loss 0.041 0.033 0.112 0.106 

 Accuracy 0.911 0.947 0.663 0.728 

RNN Loss 0.046 0.038 0.110 0.108 

 Accuracy 0.906 0.943 0.665 0.732 
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A. Balungan note 
B. Bonang Barung note 
C. Bonang Penerus 

note 

   
    
    

   
    

    

   
    
    

   
    
    

A. Balungan note 
B. Bonang Barung note 
C. Bonang Penerus note 

3.2.2. Note Distances 

 Note distances are used for calculations to analyze the similarity of musical harmony between the 

original music and the music produced. This distance is called the exact distance, and its value contains 

a binary indicator. 

𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁1,𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2) = �0 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁1 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2
1 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁1 ≠  𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2

   (7) 

As shown in Fig. 13, these values were obtained by calculating the difference between the original 

notation of the gamelan composer and the generator results of the BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN models 

of both instruments, Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus. Based on equation (7), the note distance 

value for the test data of the Gembyang and Mipil patterns is 0, as shown in the generator results in Fig. 

11 and Fig. 12, where for all models BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN are similar to the creations of gamelan 

composers. 

In contrast, for the Imbal Sekaran pattern, the value of the note distance varies depending on the 

generator model. The Bi-LSTM model has a note distance value of 7, the LSTM model has a value of 

9 and the RNN model has a value of 10. This means that the result generated by BiLSTM is closer to 

the original song than LSTM and RNN. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Part of Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song using Irama Lancar and Gembyang pattern 

 

 

Fig. 12. Part of Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura song using Irama Tanggung and Mipil pattern 

 

 

A. Balungan note 
B. from Gamelan 

composer 
C. Generated note using 

BiLSTM 
D. Generated note using 

LSTM 
E. Generated note using 

RNN 

 

 

 

A. Balungan note 
B. from Gamelan 

composer 
C. Generated note using 

BiLSTM 
D. Generated note using 

LSTM 
E. Generated note using 

RNN 

 

Fig. 13. Part of Lancaran Ricik Ricik Slendro Manyura using Imbal Sekaran pattern, the yellow sections on parts C, 

D, and E are the note generator system results that differ from the gamelan composer, the red box is the 
dhing dhong gamelan (a) note harmony for Bonang Barung (b) note harmony for Bonang Penerus 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 14. Spectrogram of the audio data test (a) original (b) generated result using (c) BiLSTM (d) LSTM (e) 

RNN 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 15. Visualization of original vs system audio produced by (a) biLSTM (b) LSTM (c) RNN 

3.2.3. Audio Visualization 

3.2.3.1. Spectrogram 

This study uses a spectrogram to extract musical features from audio and measure how similar or 

different two sounds are. The spectrogram shows the frequency of sound over time, using color to 

represent signal intensity. Fig. 14 shows the time of the clip on the horizontal axis and the intensity of 

the original instrument and the generated system on the vertical axis using different colors for the 

original music from the gamelan composer and the results generated by BiLSTM, LSTM and RNN. 

The four images show the similarity between the original music and the generator results. 

3.2.3.2. Amplitude vs Frequency 

The second technique for visualizing audio is to compare the relative amplitudes of the two audios 

(the original instrument and the generated system) at different frequencies. Fig. 15 shows a plot where 

the y-axis ranges from 0 to 1. This makes it possible to compare the amplitudes of the original 

instrument with the generated system, BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN on the same scale. 

From the three plots in Fig. 15, it can be seen that between the original audio (blue) and the 

generator (red), the results of the BiLSTM generator are more similar to the original shown in Fig. 15a, 

where the blue plot is less visible compared to the plots of the LSTM and RNN generator results. 

3.2.4. Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW) 

DTW is a method for comparing two time series of audio or signals that may have different lengths 

or distortions [34]. It finds the best alignment or distortion path between the two series, which reduces 

the distance between corresponding points along the path. 

Typically, the DTW is used to calculate the distance between two identical data, with lower values 

indicating more similarity. In this study, the BiLSTM model has the lowest DTW value of 58198, while 
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the LSTM and RNN models have DTW values of 77964 and 117480, respectively. These results indicate 

that the BiLSTM produces music that is closer to the original music than the LSTM and RNN models. 

3.2.5. Cross-Correlation 

Cross-correlation is used to evaluate the similarity between two audio files by comparing their spectra 

in the spatial and frequency domains, where a high similarity value indicates similarity with the 

comparison data [35]. 

In this study, the analysis of the results shows that the biLSTM model produces audio that is 93.00% 

similar to the original. Meanwhile, the LSTM model produces audio that is 92.26% similar, and the 

RNN model produces audio that is 90.09% similar. 

4. Conclusion 
This study aims to generate harmony notes as accompaniment for Javanese gamelan music using 

three different recurrent neural networks—BiLSTM, LSTM, and RNN. The models were trained using 

numerical notation to represent the melody for Balungan and Bonang notation. The use of numerical 

notation is a simplified way of representing musical data. Because the data used has balanced variations, 

the three different recurrent neural networks—BiLSTM, LSTM and RNN models—can learn the 

patterns of musical notes to generate harmonic music. Since the dataset used is only Lancaran type, the 

song structure is not a feature in this study. Based on the experimental results, it was found that all the 

models performed better in generating harmonies when using all the features of the song (Balungan 

notation, rhythm, end of lines and songs, scale, mode and dynamic of the song) than when using only 

two features (rhythm and Balungan notation). Among the three models, BiLSTM is able to produce 

harmonies that are more similar to the original music, as shown by the results of note distance analysis, 

audio visualization, and similarity measurements using DTW and cross-correlation techniques, 

compared to the LSTM and RNN models. This is because BiLSTM has 2 directions, forward and 

backward, in learning the training data.  However, this study still has limitations in the dataset used, 

namely having unbalanced variations. Thus, it is necessary to add BiLSTM architecture to increase the 

output produced, one of which is to use BiLSTM with attention. 

Future research can use audio data to produce harmonic music and explore more varied song 

structures in gamelan music, such as Ketawang, Ladrang, Bubaran, and Ayak-Ayakan, which also have 

variations in notation for their harmonic patterns. The characteristics of a song greatly affect the success 

of producing musical accompaniment. Therefore, in future research it is still necessary to study the 

characteristics of each song according to its song structure, because the diversity of Javanese gamelan 

styles is not only limited to playing music, but to a more philosophical art. From the results of this 

study, it appears that the results of the generator system can replace gamelan creators in completing song 

notation which usually only consists of melodic notation for several instruments. One of them is the 

harmony notation of the Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments. Therefore, this study aims 

to help novice gamelan players learn to play the gamelan, one of which is the harmony music of the 

Bonang Barung and Bonang Penerus instruments which have various patterns, without the need to 

understand the rules in Javanese gamelan. 
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